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U.S.8.Lead Refining Flaunt at Bust Chicago - Belts :rocess.
aee&amp; ROT " " Omeha - Parkes and Betis Process.
anaconda Lead Products at Lust Chicago - Sperry Process - “hite Lead.

ROOTS PLALTS
. Oma

rroduction per yr. Lead 37000 tons
® ) "  antimonial 2,000 tons

! Yilver 5,000,000 ozs.
" Bismuth 70,000 1bs.

Lead 97.8%
Silver 100 to 200 ozs.
Sold 1/2 oz. J
Bismuth 0.05 to 0.30%

Arsenic ( 735
Antimony 1--U%
Lead 99.9
3ismuth 0.0015
Silver :

(7) Loss of 100; acid per ton lead B lbs. 7 1bs.
(8) Cost of 100% solid 10 to 12y per 1b. 15 to 20¢ per 1d.
(9) " Hy80,4 2.5.00 ton

TAR LRe
(maha

more than
2C0,C0C tons

«

25,000,000 ozs.
g 3

£40.00 "
42C0 lbs. spar
5500 " 667% H,£0,
Heat 110°pass 2.3 c158d4a tank
of pure sand until
saturated with
silica

(12) Composition of Electrolyte v 10% lead
11% total acid
of vhich 7% com-
bined with lead and
£7 free

(12) Glue uséd per ton lead
and cost

11/2 1lbs.or
equiv. goulac,
a paper pulp
hyproduct

2 1bs.wSet 1&amp;¢ 1b.

(14) Circulation of
electrolyte 5 to 6 gals.

per min.per
tank

5 gals.



(15) Size of Tanks 2'6"x11'7"x3'9" deep Smaller
concrete 4" coating but will
3/8" asphalt asbestos bo en-
zee blueprint larged

Concrete tanks are first primed with a sticky sizing paint made
by Johns-Hanville concrete primer. A pail of asphalt is heated in
a kettle and an equal weight of flake astestos is stirred in and
the mix trowelled 3/8" all over the priming coat on tank while sticky
enough to bind the asphalt-asbestos mix firmly to the concrete.
shen cool and hard thie 3/8" covering is trovelled smooth by heating
surface slightly with blow torch. This coasting is allowed %o harden
several days and is then ready for use. It is considered a very
Important discovery after many years of search. The flake asbestos
is #1 3 grade -curriec by V. Likesell Co., Chicago. The asrhalt is
801d by :ssphsld Producis Co., Chicago.
Size of ..nodes 2'x3'x1 1/2 at

top tapering
slightly
47C lbs.each
I think 4" centers
p'2"x3'2"x3/8"thick
weight 125 to 150 1bs.

¥)

17)

(18)
(19)
120)

(21) rower required for
electrolysis

Current density
Voltage
Days in tank anodes

" " " cathodes

Lesd loss
€{lver "

 1] X¥H per 16 lbs.lead
16 eap. per sq.ft.
0.48 per cell

8

leas than 1%
kone on commercial
83878

(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(£7)

(£28) Vater wash and
wvaporation

1 WH to 11 to 12 lbs.
16 amps.
0.66 per cell
J
 1/2 ,
Less than 19%;
fone on commercial

neeavs

L100 cu.ft. per day
ench - one replaces
the other

5H Incl.tasrkes plant
»

390

£0) Lumber of monthly men 35
.verage rate " " 2185.00
Tstimated monthly payroll.;b300.00
Nuaber day paymen 1€0
Average rate day psy men £100.CO
Estimated payroll 4 £16000.00
Lstimated payroll all $6.60t07:00 per ton le:

" power « l¢ plus © 5.00 N "
acid loss -N0

Supplies &amp;c ¥ sO
Jenl.kxp.,Ins.micxes &amp;o Z
Lepreciution

(21) Loading

(30)
lo piusg

By trolley trucks
26-100 1lb.bars Also very efficient
Cne man load
30 tons per day on ry.cars



“ome of the points that impressed me were as follows:

(A) The acid loss of 7 to 8 lbs. and the cost of seid 10 to 20
cts. per lb. is less than I had understood. I was told that
ot Trail the loss is only 3 to b lbs. per ton of lead.

'B) Losses of ascid are considered to be largely mechaniesl,not due
to decomposition. No gelatinous silica in slimes. Tank construc-
tion and lining very important in cutting don scid losses.

(C) Glue is 8 very essential conetituent of the electrolyte. It is
required in increusing emounts with impurities in bullion. 4t
Last Chicago they use goulac with the glue and say it is more
efficient. Trail uses French glue - Omaha uses Cudahy glue.

LD) Leud produced at Omaha contains 0.02 bismuth becsuse the
inode contains 1.5% bismuth.

Lead produced at Esst Chicago contains ¢.0C1l6 bismuth because
anodes contain only 0.05 to C-%30 bismuth.
+ high bismuth anode gives . +: bismuth cathode.

 BE) Both Betts plants soften bullion to remove arsenic &amp;né antimony
before Bettsing and at Cmaha they .also zinc off the silver as
they consider it cheaper to iarkes rather than recover silver from
Betts slimes. Also say the tie up of silver in slimes is three
times us long as when recovered by Farkes.
[t costs Omaha £1.0C per ton of lead to zinc off gilver but

hey get back 84¢ of the dollar by mains zinc chloride and selling.
Chey use one tang for this chloridizing with chlorine gas .
Juagha hus very efficient softening furnaces 13' x 30

inside lining - treating 3C0 tons of bullion per day. They con-
sider best prsctice not to soften below C.0ub.

F) ir.Betterton was of the opinion that a 96 to 97 bullion could
not be treated by Betts process because of high acid loss and
nigh costs for glue and other abnormally hizh expense. See ilr.iddicks
letter of Jan.3C for comments on this phase of matter.

In striking contrast to these two Betts plants is the Ana-
conda electrolyte plant at Bast Chicago. Shere the Lperry process
is used to produce about 26 tous per dsy of what thev claim i= a
superior quality of white lead - a basic lead curbonate having the
formula 2 FuCO4Ph (CH)5. This is 801d to paint makers to be mixed
with ore for sale ané distribution.

The electrolyte used in this process is &amp; mixture of sodium
acetate and sodium carbonste. The process 16 described in detail
In settached reprint of the Transactions of Am-Tnst. of ling.¥ngrs.
Sept «1925.



+his process may be of interest to the Cerro Corp. for
she resson that it is claimec that sn impure anode muy be used without
affecting the quality of thewhite lead produced. The slimes resulting fron
the decomposition of the anodes are sent to the U.S. refinery at Cast
chicago for recovery of bismuth, silver and other elements - so that the
process itself would have to be supplemented by a bismuth recovery plant
the same as a Ze tts plant.

#0 definite costs could he secureu st any of these refineries
out I got the impression that the U.S. plant could operate at lower
figures. That too would depend upon what Cmaha iarkes Tept. charges
their Betts plant for desilverizing as compared to U.S.costs for slime
treatnent.

{he cost of electrolysis at both plants should be more or less
the sume considering grade of bullion and bismuth contents.

I am indebted to the following men fur courtesy of plants:

Supt.
~ast.Supt.
chief ing.
esearch Eng.

 eS ede
ast Chicago

J.J. ulligan
Leemerrick
Ushangley

Anaconda
Laat Chicago

G.IL.dJohnson
R.G.Bovman

?.H.Tonahue

Omaha
To

J.G.Betterton

= V. UBER
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LEAD BULLION,
Au, Ag. Cu. Pb, Fe. Ais. Sb.

U. S. Mining 1.37 75.0 o12 99.235 .0079 .0060 .3349

Luna lead 03 32.3 .18 99.04 «193 375

Bi.
134

061

Se+Te S.
No Tr.
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“10 all whom it may eoncerni-
Be 1% known that I, AUGUSTUS Z. KNORR, a Citizen of the

United States, residing at mlizabeth, in the County of Union and
State of New Jersey, have invented certain new and useful improve-—
ments in the | oo }

P-- - . -
alia Cems Bs rr Ll e~ 14we ~ Mixture 3$e

of which the following is a specification. EE
wpe EA

In the manufacture or refining of lead electrolytically,
there occursaslimeormudwhichformsatthebottomofthe|
electfolyte and remains e-crate therefrom. - This slime, while
varying widely in composition, usually contalns metals of three
classes, namely (1) one or more bullion—forming metals (that 1s
forming ¢ tullion or mixture of pure metals under the conditions

hereinaf*~~---f~nredt0)suchasgold,silver,bismuthplatinum,
vhlcharecrmar’++7ydifficultofoxldation,(2)oneormorematte=
forming metals such as silver and Sbpperd, wilon Tom 6 mate with
sulphur, and (3) one or more comparatively easily oxidizable

metals, such as lead and antimony. ‘Similar mixtures are found in
the flue dust occurring in other procasses of manufacturing or )

refining 1r~@. in the £ ime resulting from the electrolytic
menufactt~c- or = *inire~ of copper, mid in corhectioh with other
metall&gt;"~Tcee © ~imilar mixtures may be completed oo

artifice?" | 1218 lacking one or more of the desired
metels or clase: - of mniale, or lacking the desired percentages Of
such r~+alg or classes. ~~ .

TT mm mg invention provides a process of separating
su ~*~ op the individualmetalsordesirable
mix’ - © =" ef from the original mixtures contatning

all ¢o '* _lasses stated, and containing in each
class -~ = © To= umar of metals than those specified.
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 An example of a nixture adapted for treatment by the
srocess of this invention is a slime from an electrolytic lead B
cefininzy prccecs having approximatelythefollowingcompositioni-

~ + Silver,20percentormore,=. ,

- pit Gold, :. 1 per oemb,. . ...o. iras ioe: CL

~.¢+ ~~ Bismuth,6to10percent,.oo BN . .
oo t.... ° . Copper, 6 to 7 per cent,. uy - - oo

1, A ran Antimony, 32-1/2 per cent, oo Co
 + + «. . + Lead, .-10 t0 12 per cent, = .. | ~

~~ ~~ - A variable small quantity uf (2 or 3 per centAxEX)
steer oo -.- of Sulphur,andfractionalgarephagenof.. |

Selenium, Tellurium, arsenic and s11ica.
Such mixtures have been previously treated by fusion }

»rocesses, additlonal fluxes such as soda, nitre and silica being
added to cause the entry of all metals except the silver and gold
into the slag. The operation of such fluxes corrences after the
1eating of the mixture, and thelr effect. is only slomly distributed
throughout the mass, until which distribution the separation of
:he silver and gold from the other metals is incomplete. ~The .
netals other than silver and gold and copper are usually lost vith
U0 WIE x ner tenenril Ga Se sen Spt TE SRilielas ions

~~. Accordingtothepresent process not only the gold and
silver, but also the bisrmuth (constituting a considerable "value" in
she mixture), copper antimony and lead ars recovered, and any a
selenium or tellurium present. The mixture 1s made self-fluxing s0
that the smelting requires but a fraction of the time needed with

-he old method of adding fluxes. selective slagging is made
oosslble, the lead and antimony being preferable slagged out of the
aixture substantially to the exclusion of other metals. oo

~~ The mixture is reduced to suitable condition for this

ready self~rluxing and selective slagging by oxidizing the lead and
antimony, as by roasting the slimes, or by mixing suitable |

percentages of roasted and green (or vu, unroasted) sline or by
addition of suitable oxidizing agentse By the addition of the
rreen slime the bismuth and copper which were oxidized in the

-
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roasting operation are reduced back to the metallic state by the

metallic antimony and 1ead of the green slime, which of course are

thereby oxidized. The slime as it comes from the electrolytic

apparatus is preferably filter-pressed and dried and washed to

recover the Xi portion of the electrolyte carried therein. In the

mixing of the slimes 1t 1s advisable to secure a thorough blending
by first powdering as inapebblemill and then mixing in a similar
mill, A good mixture of such roasted and green slimes contains by

weight from 50 to. 70 per cent of the roasted slime. I have,
however, obtained successful results using only dns” sonata slime,
the extent of roasting being less than where green slime is to De
added. . ffs apf

The mixture thus oxidized and mads self-fluxing is next

melted dowm in a a non-reducing, preferably a neutral, atmosphere
as for example in a closed crucible furnace, or in any furnace with
a covering of slag adapted +0 protest the contents Fron the reducing
atmosphere or from the flame, oT in a closed electric furnace of the
Induction or other suitable type. There is volatilization of
considerable quantities of antimony and lead and less volatilization
»f bismuth, copper and silver, oo These pass Off in the fumes and

nay be largely recovered in the flue dust by collecting the latter

md adding 1t -K the charge with substantially the same effect as

an addition of roasted slime. But such volatilization should be

mininizedbystoppingthe operation as soon as #uzion 1s complete,

amd the ready fluxing and fusion of the mass 1s an advantage in
this respect. a3 T0 0 he ted a

~The fused mass xym separates into three zones. The lower

is a bullion or mixtureofsubstantiallypure metals, containing

nearly all the silver and bismuth and substantially all the gold,

and usually negligible or very small quantities of the other

metals. The next zone is a matte containing a small portion of

the silver and nearly all the copper. The t0p zone is a slag

contain?=~ substanilally all the antimony «~~ 125° er” -vall oo

quantities of bismuth , copper and silver. For the purposeof

subsequent treatment we may consider the lowest zone to be a bullion
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of gold, silver and bismuth, the next a matte of silver and

copper, and the third a slagofantimonyandlead,Atable
showing an actual analysis of 2 melt, giving the percentages
of each of the principal rietals in the aifferent zones, 1s as
i. oo i Co

| Table of Zone Gontents for each metal. |
TT mont AGe Ade 7 Ble i Oe, Pb. - SD :

Bullions—- 93.3 100 87.6 2 0.6 1.2
Matte——— 64 0 0 93 0.7 0.2 oo
Slag——- 0.3 0 12.4 5 98.7 98.6
 © 100,00: 100: 100: 100: 100: 100: fA

~.. Another table showing approximately the contentsof
each zone 1s as follows: ye tay

Table of Contents for Tach Zone. | A

pulldon. | ©00 Matte. TTT TT Slagle vo

Ag 10 1 Ap 30.68 Pb 23.73

AU 1.33 ar 43.90 0 0 Sb 44.90

JTTBl TT LEE a0 ae T.16
Pb 0.26 T° “race Ou S00

Bi 88,52 g- AZ 0.30
 Co Se 1.13

3b 1.43 : :

Co Te 257
Te - 0.68 0

qe trace A
eo .- % i r Lo Ve %,
5 = - eae . -

| The threes zones or classes of metal may be separated
by tapping or pouring them separately. Or the entire charge
may be poured and allowed 10 solidify vhen the three pones by

reason of thelr widely differing specific gravitles and thelr

different solidifying temperatures and different coefficients
of contracting in solidifying, may be readlly separated.

: From the three zones OT classes of metals thus

segregated, the individual netals OT desired mixtures thereof
may be obtained bY various known or sultable methods.

the slag may be smelted 40 cormercial antimonial lead,

after previous rerioval of the more valuable netals, by maintaln-

inc it molten in a reducing atmosphere imtil the more veluable
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metals from &amp; button in the bottom of the vess=l.

The natte may be bessemerized in a converter. to
form an alloy of copper and silver which may be separated by

know processes. In the blowing the copper and sllver part
with the sulphurandalloywitheachother... Any antimony and
arsenic are volatilized with the sulphur, and the lead 1s
partially volatilized and partially oxidized and slagged off,
: . Fron the bullion the silver, gold and bismuth may
all be obtained. If copper and lead are present in substantial
quantities, sulphur, pyrites or the like may be plunged uncer
the eurface of the bullion while molten s0 ac to separate them -
in the form ofamatte,which may be treated gs above. The
remalning metals may be separated by the lioebius electrolytic
method, the silver being EERETZEER deposited at the cathode,
the gold and a large. part of the pierruth forming a slime, and
part of the plemith going into solution in the electrolyte
( a silver nitrate solution)... The blsrmin ney be aftervards
separated fron the electrolyte and from the gold according 10
well Known chemical principles. a "13, a RR :

oo A new process constituting part of this invention
consists in hessenerizing or converting the vullion in an

sxbernally heated retort, the retort funes being collected in @
riue (separate fror1 the flue of the fire gases, vhere fire is

smployed for heating). ‘The retort fumes are bismuth oxlde
(31, 0, ) and can be worked up bY known methods to metallic
»isruth or compoas thereof. . . Cpt 1h

The prineipal advantages of this invention are the

sonence oF fluxes other than the netals found in the original
ixtuze end. the possibility of selective slaggin” bY merely
observing proper conditions of oxidation of the or’ inal

ARE. By this method the recovery of the bisrmuth end

ontimony are for the first time nade practicable. :
" . ; % - ®= 3 tw

- - . ’ 1 3 =r’ “ % &lt;= -

: : | * . “ct

. te oF :

* z i. . ae, " : - |
. y % . v re TL . &amp; .
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 The invention includes broadly the forming of a

substanti~1ly self-fluxing nixture of bullion-forming metals
and oxides of more readily oxidizable metals, the mixture
peing such as will when fused readily separate and Sam, with
such metals may be recovered.Withinthisbroadinvention
there may be meny variations im the individual metals andin

the zones into which they separate... ~~. =

~~. A valuable method of obtaining a sultable nixture

For faxzinx fusing is by the additionofcopperslime(obtained

from the electrolytic refining of copper)totheabove described

lead slime. Such copperslimediffersfromtheleadslime
usually in having all the metals except silver and gold and

part of the copper in a more OT less oxidized state and in

carrying substantial quantities of selenium and tellurium and

more sulphur than lead slime, By reason of this difference in

corpesition a mixture of green copper slime and green lead

slime serves 10 diminish the amount of roasting needed Or to

sliminate the roasting step fror1 the process, although the

copper slime alone is not readily self—fluxing by reason of

its high copper content.
A particular advantage of the use of such a mixture

ia that the geleniim ond tellurium may be recovered bY a

converting process in whieh they have a aimilar effect 10

sulphur and pass off in fumes. The seleniun sometimes

occurs in considerable percentage and is a valuable product,

md I belleve that this invention provides the first means by

vhich it has been practical to recover 1t and the tellurium.

various apparatus may ve veed for carrying out the

process.
Referrinc to the accompanying drawings,
Fig. 1 shows rcré OT less diagrammatically the

meltin: of the mixture in a crucible, and Tis. 2 the blowing

of the bullion, in an externally heated retort tO collect the
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olsruth, the seme style of apparatus being used for collecting

selenium or tolluriun, | BN . a B
 The crucible A is approxinately £11led with the a

rnixture to be relted, end 1s covered. The furnace B ie simply
a chamber, closed except for an crening at the top nt. the

2xit of the flame gases, and 1nto which flame from an 611
surner ¢ is tntroduced. The mixture melts and. settles in
bout the position shown, the slag being indicated at D, the

matte at E, and the bullion at F.

 For the converting of the bullion, the same furnace

B and oil burner C may be used. The bullion is carried in a

retort C., into which air is blown bv means of a pipe H, and

the fumes are collected in a condenser Jo CL
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~.. ThoughIhavedescribedwithgreatparticularity
of getall certain specific processes erbodying the invention,
yet 1t is not to be understood therefrom that the invention is

restricted to the particular processes described. Various
modifications thereof may be made by those skilled in the art,
without departure from the invention. oo oo
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 . That I claim 1s:i-

The process of treating lead slime containing sliver,
zo1d, bismuth, copper, antinony, lead and suighur, which -
consists in roasting a portion of such slime, forming a |
mixture of such roasted portion with agreen portion of SLi,
the roasted portion constituting approximately 50 $0 70 per
cent of the mixture, and the s1imes being finely ground and
intimately blended, melting such mixture in a neutral
atmosphere whereby a melt is obtained in three zones, the
1owest a bullion of gold, silver and bilsrmuth, the next a matte

of silver and copper, and the third a s1ac of antimony and
lead, separating sald zones snd treating then further to

recover the metals therein. | R | )

| 7he process of treating slime from the electrolytic

production of lead, conver, &amp;C., and consisting of a bulllon—

forming metals, matt e—gorming metals, and more readily oxidiz-
able netals, wien consists in roasting .- mA - of such sline

mixing the sane with a portion of green slimc, and fusing sald
mixture in a nonreducing er . whereby += iiture 18

readily Fused and separates into three zones . fT puliion, matte
md slag respectively, which are Toots geparaple
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"por1 each other and fron which the individial metals or

cormounds thereof nay be readlly recovered.
%q % une FE - _— * ae ‘oes os * z- © J 4 = ¥ rd aed st eC . ®, }

 The process =nich consists in forming a mixture of
bullion—forming metals, sulphur, matte forming metals, and
ox1ded of more readily oxidizable netals, such as to form three
geparate Gonos when fused, and fusing said mixture under non-

reducing conditions to form a melt in three zones containing

dosnt ively the classes of metals referred to in the.form of
m11110m, mite. and slag, which are readily separable from
each other. SETLET TERIA RBA ar Te anil wal,
-,nn

The process of separating bulllon-forming metals;

matte—forning metals y ‘and more Te adily oxidiz able meAald , which
consists in fusing a mixture of the bullion-forming metals, and

oxides of the pire readily oxidizable metals, whereby the
Figen classes of metals occupy three separate zones in the melt,
ind separating the zones from each other, | |

oo ~The process of separating bullion—forming metals
Fron mOTe readily oxidizable metals, which consists in
cufficiently oxidizing the latter to form a self—fiuxing
nlxture Of the bullion—forming metals with oxides of the more
readily oxidizable net2ls, fusing said mixture whereby the

different c1Gues of metals occupy different zones in the melt,
and separating sald zomese ER SEAR

oo | Ce Tr L |

y The process which consists in forming a substantially

gself-fluxi=~ mixture of pullion-forming métals and the oxides
°f cormaratively readlly oxidizable metals, fusing said mixture
shereby th=&gt; different classes of metals ocouDy different zones

{n the nelt, end separating the zones from each other.
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The process of treatinz a mixture of bisruth and

other bullion-forning metals and riore readily oxidizable metals

Thich consists in zexprraiixs separating the buliion~formine

metals, and bessemerizing the bullion formed thereby in an

&gt;xternally heated retort reducing fumes of bismuth oxide, and

collecting the fumes.

The method of extracting bismuth from bullion

containing 1t, vhich consists in bessemerizing the bullion in

an externally heated retort producing fumes of bismuth oxide,

nnd ccllectins gaid umes.

The process of treating copver sline or a similar

nixture, which consists in recovering selenium or tellurium

therefrom by converting the mixture so that these elements pass

Off in fumee.

The process of treating a mixture of metals of the

described class. which consists in melting the bullion—formine

wetals, sulphur, the matte—forming metals, and oxides of the

readily oxidizable metals, with a covering of slag adapted

ro nrotect the contents.

The process of treating a bullion of silver, gold

and bismuth containing also copper and lead which consists in

introducing sulphur into the bullion while the latter is in

the molten condition, so as to separate the copper or lead

from the remainder of the bullion in the form of a matte.
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Angust asrd, L406.

Mr. AddlicKai-

I have carefully gone over ir. Betis letter of July 254h,

and in compliance with Hr. Prosserts request sunlit the following

commentary.

It nay be thal the preasnees of gluse had something £0 Go

with polarization in care of Mr. Batis! experiments, but the trouble
wa had was not veal, that cause, since we worked with an

electrolvie prevarsd from straight iron sulphate, copper sulphate,

ard sulphuric acide In fact 1t seems to ne instead of giving rise

to polarization, glue should act as a depolarizer like any other
readily oxidizable organic wubmimmue or lnorganic substancc. However

that mav be, the slires should Le properly washed and filtered

before troatnent in ordsy to nrevont fouling of the ferric solution

with leau electrolvie, whlch at the same tine would effectually

rerove this cause of brouhle Lf such it he.

ire Betts then sneaks of 3 further methods of freabling

JL LITOH «

1. HOASTING WITH CULTIVKIC ACID:
This is not now to us from our exvericnece with copper

slimes, where we know that drying them with adher’n2 elecirolyte

(free sulphirile acid) will cause soluble sliver o'ie Tormod.

is perlfeciliy roanfblo +o thus convert all silver into soluble

sulphate. An objection to consider in this mods of extracting

silver 18 the very Low solubility of silver sulphate in water, which

is about 1 in 100. In the practice of parting this is overcaie

py working with coneenirated sulphuric acld in very large excess, in

ghich miiver sulphate readily dissolves; and treating slimes direct

in this way would herdly be practicable. Mr. Betis, by following

the HoS0, trastment with hvdrofluorie acid, removes antimony and
rors gilver, while bismuth and still smother portion of silver
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remaling in the residues Thus he scatlers hla silver in threo

different portions, sach again to bie separately tracted Tor its

recovery, which sesms L106 ne an winecessary complication,

11, PUSING SLIHTS 70 AN ALLOYS

In this we have also anticipated Mr. Betts. I% might be

worth wnile, however, when we have exhausted other more direct

methods in view, to try Mr. Betis! schene oF electroelyzing 4his
alloy,

111, TREATHWNT WITE ANTIMONY PONTA~TLUORIDTS

Thlgs scheme looks very good and 1s along the sane linss I

have experinentad on in finding a solvent which will attack all of

the base metals at once, (silver also, which is then cemented out)

thus effecting at the first sted a savaration of the values from the

cther heavy metals. Nr. Betts! xxiukizm Sb.¥Fs solution acts very

much like rv ferric flue silicote mentioned in reswné in Betts!

nrocaes August 22nd, 1908, In fact I have come to the conclusion

that the solvent rower of that solution for antimony is dues to the

nreasnce of ferric fluoride derived fron decomposition of the

fluo silicate,

The obstacle in the wav of using thls antimony penta

fineride is again the same as I found; namely, the excessive

corrosion of the earbon electrodes in regenerating the oxidizing

solution,

Regarding Mr. HeNab'!s theory that the acld loss in lead

refining is due to deposition of silica and escape of hydro fluoric

acld into ihe alr, I cannot agree, since hydro fiuoric acld, one

of the most powerful acids known, would certainly nok escape, Dub

would merely displace flun-silicle acid from its lead salt, forming

lead fluonride.
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That this should take place seams qulte plausible, in view of ny

recent experiments in oxidizing ferric fluo silicate solution

either chemically or by electrolvsis. The fact that in these

conditions dissociation of fluo silicic acid might take place, throws

an entirely new light on the question of acid loss, which accordingly

woilld be due to local anovdle metion, caunssd porhaps by stagnation of

ths elsctrolyte in the interstices of the slimes adhering 40 the

nodes.

Hire Betta! ramarks on oxidation hy nitric acid calls for
no further coment as that question was considersad bv us some time
280»

In conclusion I would noint out that lr. Betts no longer

appears to have entire confidences in his ferric sulplamte process

as originally laid down by him, which he virtually acknowledges by

subiitt ing a mmber of altogether different propositions. As long

85 he (oes nottstand patt, therefora, 14 sesme falr to me that any
: . \ efeolesyae

further propositions he may have to make should not take procetiire

over over now lines suzgested by our own work and which are the

regult of our own experlanca,

If Kr. Detts had consistently ctood hy his first process

I would feol inclined 10 attridvute its sopzrent short-comings 40

5 lack of cormrehension on mv part of ita proper working conditions.

Rut, wider the circumstances, I feal that IT have done ny host with

14, and that I could do better with one or the other of the nore

direct methods sugsested po
L:



August 22nd, 1906.
MIs AddlcKS i=

’
RESUME ON BETITS' CHAIN OF OPERATIONS FOR TREATING SLIMES

ITH FERRIC SULPHATE.

PRILIMINARY $ Slimes rust be carefully washed from lead electrolyte

In order to prevent precinitation of lead sulphate with the slimes.(Also

to remove glue accordins to Betts.

2 FERRIC |TuAHAYE Bonn To obtain the full benefit of ferric
sulphate oxidation an excess mist be ermvloved, taking silver into

solution. I find aleo that much antimony and some hismuth go int O

golution, partly serarating out on standing and cooling,

solution after standing: Sh. «066%
Bl. .019%

from
Jement Silver:
ferric sulphate bolling:- REe

PDe
50De
Bl.
JU
50.

87 «58
1.95
1.33
54

Trace
+4

5. ILEQTROLYSIS{ TO FERRIC SULPHATE: Our experiments show that this,

with propér attention, is xmarkx a working proposition, with recovery of

copper and regeneration ¢f the electrolyte. The antimony and bismuth

accumulating in the solution CEDOnD to have no influence on the oxldation

of ferrous salt. The electrolysis can be safelv run at a density of

10 amperes per square foot at fron l.4 10 1.8 voits,

4. PILTERING AND WASHING OF SLIMES: Filtering and washing of slines
or ferric sulphate treatment must be very thorough in order to prevent

fouling of the ensuing antimony sclution. At this stage I find that the

slimes and solution filter and wash very badly indeed.
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5 o HYDROFLUORIC ACID TREATMENT 2

This 18 done cold and in concentrated solution and seeris Lo

present no special difficulty

BISUUTH: agcin, however,

antimony.
PLECTROLYTT.

goes Xxsa into solution along with tho

De S «BY
Bl. «55,
(11s 87

The hresence of copper can he largely avoided Ly nore careful

smashing. Fer depositing sntimony a high current Gensity can be employed,

gay 100 to 200 amperes her square Foote

6. FILTERINGANDWASHING:
The slimes from this treatment are enslly filtered and washede

+ FINAL SLIMES:
The final slimes show a great concentration of lead, valle all

othar constituents (except gold) have been ellninated in part at least,

or entirely, as shown by comparison with tue original slimes.

ORIGINAL SLIMuS: FINAL SLIMTS.

AL
Cle
PD.
Bie.
Sha

£1.94
Foon

207

12.36

B53e37
z_09
1 els

Accomding to these results the process (ces not appear to work

out 8s intended bv Mr. Betts. The weak poini seems to be that instead of

successively eliminating the different constituents and concentrating the

values in a final product, there is a scattering of all tho elenents ab

sach succeeding stepg and the final result is a concentration off all the

lead with the gold and only part of the ellver. To be sure a preliminary

treatment with an oxidizing fluo silicate such as copper or ferric fluo

silicate would remove most of the lead, but at the same time taking out
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some bigmmith snd antimony, thus further adding to the complicatilon.

T have indiezted how a dry process would effect a concentration

nf values on the one hand, and a separation of base metale into non-

volatile slag, (copper and lead) and flue dust, (volatlle ¢xides of

rismuth and antimony).

Under the inprsaeicn that a wet Dprocsss would prove nore

seceptable to the managenent, I have made some experiments with a view

to sevarating the slimes constituents,by means of a solvent, into a

solution containing all or most of the base metals, and a residue

contaliaing tha values.

T found a powerful solvent in ferric fluc silicate, but it

mrfortunately turned cut that regeneration of Ferrous to ferric £iuo

silicate by chanical nemn2 was accorpanied by partial decomposition into
fluoride and silica, whils., electrolveis tha game difficuliy was

snecountered, tho carbons being very severyy attacked at the same time.

IT than turned mv attention to perchloride solutions, such 2s,

ror instance: perchlorlde of antimony, I found that with a strong

solution of &amp;h Cls I gould practically completely dissolve the slimes,
and by cautious Se of more slimes xExzxik reprecipitated the silver

by which means I obtained a residue of the following composition:

Ag 535.08
Phe 16.08
5Dhe +40
Bley See. Teo, Trace.

'ne slimes residue from this treatment contains practically

nothing but lead in the form of sulphate, in addition to ithe values, and

smelting the same to dore would be a very simple proposition.

On cooling lead chloride crystallizes out of the solution of

nixed chlorides, and if desired can be more completely precipitated by



addl+ion of sulphric acid

this leaves a soludion of the chlorides of copper, bismuth

and lead, Trom whlch conner can be cemented out with met. antinony,

or plated out by electrolysis, by which latter means at the same time

8h 01g is regenercied to bs usad over again. Blsrmuth may be allowed

to remain in the solution until it has concentrated sufficiently to

warrant separation frum antimony. This separation micht ve effected

in several different wave; for instance, hv selectlva electrolysis;

yh, Dy baking advantage of the different volatility of the chiorides:

Sb Oly bolls at 220° §., vd BiClz at 4500 C., dss Yhe same as I

separate antinony and arsenic analytically. Or they might be

reperated cccording Lo Borchers by electrolysis in an alkaline

smlTide electrolyte in which bimmth is not soluble

Another line along which the »nroblerm of slimes treatment

could be attacked, is rased on the observation thet slimes, when

they are arisd in mudk, underge spontaneous caldation, the heat

therahy developed being sufficient 10 bring the mass 16 the point

of igaition. It then bums very much like tinder, the combustion

rracually proceeding through tne entire nese with the formation of

very little fumes. Analysis of such oxidized slimes is now being

ads. I find that thene slimes are soluble 10 the extent of

nearly 80% in hydro-chlorie aeld, 200 grams of such oxidized slimes

gas dlrested with 200 ¢.c. of sirong hydro-chloric acid filtered

and washod with hot secidulsted water. The dry residue weighed 82

grang and showed the following composition:

Ag $Ra88l
pHs 19 ,29%
31. Mawmano

She 1.95%
58 Trace
"ne it
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Thege slimes residue was fused with one-half its

weight of a mixture of 3 parts sodium carbonate and 1 part niter.

A silver bubton wan obtained weighing 38 grams and assaying

34 ALY Flme Ao.

sliver in siag from ahove fusion

4 uiTold oe
(da Nee ovencd 38-0

dd Crean

ATVOLhor mathod which would at once z2ive a gsparabtion of

antditony ane bismuin, (and arsonic if present) on the one hand,

from gold, siiver, lsuad, and coonoer on the other hand, 1s by direct

dry calorination at a temperature above the bolling roint of

pismush chilozdde {450° Co) whiecn is away bBolow a »sd heat and

perfectly safe eg rogards silver chlarlde.

Altogetier I would like verv much to turn iv entire

attenticn 40 following sama of the lines above Indicated, and would,

therafors, like to pe relisved, for she present at least, fron

further Fork on the Betts process, which thus far does not appear

yo OTe a eorpleto and catisfactory scoiution of the problem in hand.



CHEMICAL BEHAVIOR OF CHLORIDES UNDER VARICYS CONDITIONS:

Ag.C1

Pb.0ls

rAxaksGueClg

CusCl,

Sb.Clg

Sh.Cl

B1.C1.

FATER
Insel,

Nearly
Insol.

7ery Sol

Insol.

Freg. as
Oxy a=
Chloride

HOT— DIL. Acid solutions
WATER HCH of ¢hlorides

Insol.Insol.

Sol.

od

Same as
in water,

Same as in
vater.

Very
Sol. |

Insol.

Very
SG

Very
SO0le

Very
Sol,

Very
Sol.

Prec. as
OXY.
Jhloride

SOl. Sol.

S01. 301

 Ri - 301 «

Boiling
point. »

Volatile above a
red head.

n

212» OC,

4500 Co





NOTES ON TRAIL SLIVES TREATILINT,

June 4th, 1907,
(“ee Craphic Scheme), Slimes slush i8 baled out of

tanks with pails and scoops directly into copper esrs provided

vith a drop bottom rubher plug.

Six (8) of these ears do the work, and 15 to 1é&amp;

filled oarscaeonstitute a day's product, Thay are raised about

17 feet above tank room floor anil run on track over slimes

vashing tanks end contents dropped, wash tanks are filled

one-half full with a slush and left to settle for one hour;

the solution ig then decanved into sattling ranks previous

to being put hack into the electrolyte.

£" of weter ox dilute wash walter from pravicus

washings are added and the operation repeated, “hen 12" of

water are added and the solution hoiled and sgiltated Lor one=

half hour with live stesn, introduced into the tank through a

1-1/2" copper pipe perforated wit: 1/8" holss, then lat settle

and decant into settling tank, provided for the different

routes the solution is to take. These are a3 Pollows:;

olution ahove 209 le 10 sloctrolyse
Solution helow 20° Re and shove EO Ba +o avaporators
50 to 0 back to first slimes washing.

Tashed slimes are dropped into wooden filter tank,

provided with cotton duck cloth PLilters and arranged in the

manner of Sucking tubs, Suction is prodtoed hy a small helt

driven Rand Air Compressor with double pistons 4-1/2" in

diameter. In these tanks the aoidity of the slimes is asgertained
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ond a sufficient amount of caustic soda solutionis added for

neutralization. This 1s done spparently to prevent the formation

of HpB on the subsequent NapS treatment. The next stem is to

shovel slimes into tha iron leaching tanks, where they are treated

with a solution of sulphide of soda, freshly made up, or from

slectrolyte returned in an improved state from the subsequent

sireular process. The emount of fresh solution that has to be

mede up contains approximately 2400% of commercial sodium sulphide,

strencthened by the addition of 25# of brim-stone. Iresumably

this 1s the emount to compensate for the sulphur loss by forming

copper, silver, lerd, bismuth, sulphides, etc.
"he leaching tanks sre filled with 3" to 4" of

slimes to efch batch and hoiled for two hours with a closed lron

pipe steen coil, the slimes beine egiitated with a wooden peddle.

sulphur is added agein during this operation. VFhen solution shows

to be 19 degrees Be, it is dropped in storage tank, from which it

is drawn into cireulstion throush the electrolvtic tanks as

required.
Yr, McNabb states that the solution contains about 9

rams of NagS and three grems of antimony per 100 cc. The

temperature of the solution in the slectrolyte tanks runs from

15 to 60 degrees C. At the end of the run the degree Be is about

16, the drop being 3 degrees Be.

Ten (10) electrolyte tanks are provided, arranged in

two cascades of 5 tanks each, 19 electrodes per tank, approximately

of dimensions of 25" X 36". The cathodes are of iron or steel

1/8" thick; the anodes are of sheet lead, made on starting sheet

table, weighing approximately 40f
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gach.

The voltage per cell is about 1.5 volt, varying according

to amperage, which runs from 2200 to 3000 amperes. The ampere

density per square foot is 10 to 14 amperes. Impoverished

solution from electrolyte tanks goes into evaporator and is

boiled up &amp;gain to 19 degrees Be, from there part of 1t goes

back izkm to the circulation and part of it to the leaching tanks.
yr, MeHNebb stated they had circulated the solution as

much as 35 times, but he. was not quite certain as to how to

dispose finally of the foul liquors, or how to regenerate them.
I understand that the recovery of antimony was about 70% of that

contained in the bullion, which would amount to 700# per day on

a basis of 50 tons of bullion at 1% Sb. The deposit is brittle

and hard; a thickness of 1/8" to 3/16" is deposited in four or

five days. The cathodes are drawn out of the tanks periodically

and the deposit knocked off by slight taps with a mallet. I

understand that the deposit contains a few percent of arsenic,

which is to be expected, and so far the Trail people have not

been melting any of their entimony into commercial bars, and

ere aceumulating their material for a clean up. They were

experimenting at the time I was there, to get the star on thelr

ingots that the trade demands. I understand that the efficiency

is extraordinarily low, which is apparent when 800 to 1100 KW

hours are spent daily in the recovery of 700# of antimony.

The slimes residue from the sodium sulphide leaching is %k:

then transmittedtotwoiron filter tanks, arranged as sucking

tubs, end is from there put into drying pans arranged over a

return flue of the slimes roasting furnace. From there it is

directly dropped through &amp; hopper on the roaster hearth.



The inside dimensions of the roasting furnace are shout 40°

long by 6' wide. The fire flue is constructed under the

hearth and the roasting is therefore altogether done with

heat radiating from the arch under the hearth. As by the
time they reach the roaster: the slimes should have lost

about 25% of their original weight, the total quantities

treated in roaster daily should amount to little more than

a ton. The material is worked by hand from one side of the

furnace only, towards the fire place and sfttains a cherry

red heat near that point.

The roasting operation 18, of course, oxidising,

having for its purpose a change of the. sulphides into
sulphates. The finished material 1s hoed into large iron

buckets set under roaster doors, and has the appearance of

calcined anhydrous sulphate scale. The roasted slimes are

then leached in dilute sulphuric acid (?) (Do not remember

whether water is first added and acid afterwards), which

dissolves the sulphates of copper and silver and any Cu.

oxides present. The success of this leaching depends largely

on the successful previous roasting operation. The Trail
people have been widely varying results es to the percentage
of the copper and silver extraction, and I could not procure

any definite data on this matter. Thile they expect to reach

e very high percentage of copper extraction, only rather a
small percentage of the silver is recovered as sulphate. As

&amp; proof of the very different results obtained, I may mention

the Silver House Foremen's statement, that it took anywhere

from 3 to 7 deys to blow a&amp; charge of dore’.

The solution from the last leaching operation £068
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to the silver cementing tanks with the bulk of the silver

sulphate stélution from the dore' kettle, while the slimes are

charged in the dore furnace after being accumulated on ean

inclined drying bench.
To the slimes in the dore! furnace, coal dust and

silica are added; the coal dust apparently for the purpose of

reducing the lead sulphate. Silica is added particularly to

slag the lead. Blowing with high pressure eir at different

stages of the melt, is also resorted to, furnished by &amp; little

rand Compressor, which takes its air mostly from the space

in bottom of the filter tanks. The blow pipes do not enter
+Fe metal bath. The first slag has the eppearance of litharge
and silicate of lead, seid to be very low in velnes. The

second sleg produced, after the metal bath shows &amp; clean face,

resembling very much the type of sleg we used to produce at

Chrome, and which we called silver matte, disclosing its copper

contents by a pink, reddish hue. This slag is said to run

from 80 to 100 ounces of silver, and &amp;ll slags from the

reverberatory, if low enough in values, are delivered to the

Smelter.

The dore' bars cest are exiraordinarily thick,

being ebout 2", with a few holes cast in them.

The parting of the dore! has no unusual features.

The siphoning arrangement is very neat, the siphon being
started with steam, connection being made to steen pipe with

a rubber hose. I believe this apparatus was introduced at

Chrome. Time for settling in settling pot, about one hour.

The silver is melted in a water-jacketed furnace,

ronslsting of five pieces, four sides and bottom, being held
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together by buck stays and clamps. Thig furnace is exactly
the same size and construction as the dore'! furnace bath,

having thelr outlets into the same flue. The gases are

conducted through a system of chambers, which oro separated,

the cooling being effected by up end down tekes from one chamber

to amother; these &amp;re made of sheet iron pipe, approximetely

B' in dlemeter end running about 20' above the roof of the
chamber. The flue is approximately 300 feet in length and

ebout 14! wide, but I understand this has been short circuited

to about one-helf, as the draft wes insufficient.

70/BJ
(Signed) Th
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crasselll, Ind., June 15, 1907.

Tn P=-2084
Mr. H. A. Prosser, Gen. Manager

508 Dooly Block,

LeR.EeR
TRAIL.

381% Lake City, Utah.

Dear &gt; rw
og ™

Trail Silmes Treatment,

Enclosed pleese find aneslyees on samples token at

different stages of Trail Slimes Process. The samples, of

course, do not represent the same batch of slimes &amp;nd are for

that reason only to be considered as &amp;n approximate guide.

However, the percentage of entimony extraction is about as

stated by the Trail people. Assuming that the original slimes
ran from 25% to 30% entimony, it would in this case be some-

wheres about 76%. The Copper extraction is apparently not as

good, being only about 55%, but as the roasting operation

seems to be &amp; hit or miss affair, better results may be

frequently obtained, similar to my experiments with roasted Cu.

glimes at Chrome, which gave sa nearly complete extraction.

If it takes them on an average of four days to blow

the stuff to dore, it strikes me that cupelling with additional

lead could be used to adventage at that stage of the process.

I must ask lr, LeBarthe if he ever considered this. A good

deal of litharge would, of gourse, be produced, but the process

is so much faster that it oucht to receive some consideration.

Some silver extraction is noticeable, comparing the

veriation of silver contents with the increasing ratios of

01d and lead as &amp; guids.



Semple of electrolytic entimony showed 20.22 ounces

of silver, and .235 ounces of gold per ton. I could not venture

any opinion as to how this happened, but that probably the

solution from the leaching vat contained a good deal of

suspended slimes. However, the gold 1s twice as high as its

retio to silver in the slimes.

Te will run 8 test on a hateh of slimes st Grasselll

58 soon &amp;s possible.

iT/EJ
1x truly yours

(siemed) Tm. Thun.
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Gresselll, Ind., June 7, 1907.

WP-2063

NT. ‘He A. Prosser,

508 Dooly Block,

salt Leake City, Utah.

Dear Sip:-

Trsil Cilmes Treatment.
Referring to your 4410, May £9th, Bnclosed please

find notes on Trail Slimes Treatment, also graphic scheme of

movements of slimes.

I also procured tha following samples of process

products, on which deterninations sare as vet not made. The

results should throw some light on the present work done at

Tail:

1.
Ze
3

4.

Slimes after sodiwn sulphide leach,
Slimes after coming from roaster, a
Slimes affer leaching Cu. and Ag. sulphates,

ready for Dore' Furnace, :
letallic Electro-deposit of antimony.

The Trail slimes process is working quite satisfactorily

now, as far as I could observe. and should be successful if

all difficulties involved by the numerous detail have bean over:

BONMeE.

Tha most favorable Feature of the process, in my

opinion, is the separation of the Sb end elso the As as the
first operation; any process that eccomplishes this besidds

recovering the Sb in a fairly pure state should bs =a good one.

As weak points, may be rientioned that As, Te, Se

and Sn will be dissolved with the antimony and to what extant

it will go into the deposit will be disclosed by the analvsis
of the sample of electrolytic 8h. However, I consider +he



nethod superior to ours, unless the 7% Ag (Mr. Addicks letter

£2655 of June Prd, addressed to you) can be recoversd as ea

button from the slags.

The cost of chemicals for sodium sulphide , brim-stone,

ste., 1s quite high, and in our cage should smount %o

3000F% Nass at l.4¢ per 1b. $42.00
£0} Brim-stone at 1.2¢ per 1b 75

or approximately $28.50 per ton of slimes. Theres i3 also

some expense for caustic soda to neutralise the acid in =X

3limes previous to leaching with KasS, tut this depends largely

on the way the slimes have heen washed, and I understand that
they frequently run in the neighborhood of 1% of acid.

I do not know, and I do not helieve that they know

fully a% Treil to just what extent any such metals as Bi, Pb,

sic. enter into combination as sulphide when leaching with

NapS. I assume, for instance, that lead will be covered with

2 film of sulphide. Copper, of course, will be acted upon

best of all, and the separation of this metal should be the

most satisfactory.

The roasting mmex needs most skillful hendlirg, and
I do not believe that the three men who divide the days shifts

between them, ere turning out a very uniform product.

The solution from the Cu and Ag leaching tanks has

the greenish blue color, &amp; mixture of Cu snd Az would have,

but this may be due to other impurities.

The dore' furnace workvaries very much according

to the success of the preceeding treatment, and it is of

course evident that if the slimes contained only Pb, Bi, Ag

and Au, the operation of bringing same to dore! would be a

very simple one, which apparently it is not.
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Unfortrnately I did not bring along with me a line

of samples of the different stages of the dore' furnace slag,

but I was assured that they are low in silver. I could not

ascertain whether this low silver is due to a greater amount

of slags, but the accurmlation for &amp; charge that was nearly

finished, looked to be &amp; reasonably small emount. I intend to

take this subject up with Lr. LeBarthe br letter.

In this connection I would like to be advised just

what poliey you would suggest fo be followed with Trall

regarding some further information on slimes treatment. They

have a falrly good process, which they will ao doubt protect

by patents as soon as they have brought 1t on a basis satisfactory

to them. We also have a process, which I assume will be

protected by patents. It really appears to me that our

process is more suitable for them that it is for ua, end vice

versa,

Je produce slags and other furnace products, which

would Le more easily handled in connection with a lead smelter,

while they with their leaching process, ere nnder hesvr

expense for chemicals, which cost then nearly twice as mich as

they would cost us. From the data so far obtained, we conld

experiment on similex lines as trail, and probsbly find a

combination which would be an improvement on their methods,

and would not be considered an infringement, whieh the Trail

people would no doubt regard as such, if they have furnished

us with all the detail of their process.

I.
Eindly advise me whether you think it advisable that

phouid ask for further information from them on this subject.
Very truly yours,

(Signed) tm. Thum.TT/Bj.VTE]



June 14th, 1907.

Mr, Thun!

Analyses as per your directions ¢. Slings HRIDLED

Le

a.

 Dd

trom Trail, B. LL

Ag Au. She Bi. Cue Pb.
Oz, Ton oz.Toa _%_ 9% A %

+ 3485.55 + 40.35 4.58 1.00 6.32 19.14After leaching with
Naas and 8

After going throngh
bination dreysrs and
roasters.

Oe
x. ALie  IS + E5.00 2,00 85 4,63 18.86

Ready for Dore! Furnece. + 8793.40 + 47.05 8.90 70 32.84 5 «Z6

Fire Assay Uncorrsctiof.
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THE MINING DIGEST

ELECTROLYTIC REFINING OF LEAD IN
FLUOSILICATE SOLUTION

By HANS SENN
addition of the gelatine to the electrolyte.
The quality of the deposit, however, is not
at all comparable to that obtained from lead
fluosilicate solutions, since the material is
hrittle, falls easily apart and does not show
‘he property of bending easily, which is typi-
al of lead. The addition of gelatine also
acted {favorably in the case of the lead
acetate solution, but the quality of the de-
yosited lead was still worse than that ob-
ained from the lead nitrate solution. The
author concludes that while the addition of
zelatine prevents the formation of larger
single crystals in the deposit of lead, yet, in
the first place, the use of a lead fluosilicate
zlectrolyte is responsible for the excellent
sondition in which the lead is deposited by
the Betts method. The gelatine in the latter
ase only prevents the last tendencies for the
“ormation of single crystals which also exist
in this electrolyte. -

A further series of experiments made by
the author bore upon the subject of electro-
lytic refining of cadmium in fluosilicate solu-
tion, during which he obtained fine-grained
ieposits of the metal. He comes to the fol-
owing conclusions: (1), It is possible to
slectrolytically refine lead and cadmium in
luosilicate solutions, so that coherent me-
allic deposits are obtained; (2), an addition
»f gelatine to the electrolyte prevents the
‘ormation of solitary crystals or trees at the
athode; (38), with increasing dilution of the
:lectrolyte or increasing current density, the
good properties of the deposit decrease, but
sven here an addition of gelatine improves
matters; (4), the conditions to be chosen for
sbtaining a good lead or cadmium deposit
are as follows: Electrolyte: contents of free
aydrofluosilicic acid, about 11 per cent.; con-
tents of metal, 4 to 8 per cent.; of lead, 2.5
per cent. of cadmium; current density, 0.5 to
{ ampere per square decimeter; addition of
gelatine for lead, 0.1 grams; for cadmium,
0.3 gram per liter of electrolyte.

The second part of the author’s investiga-
tions bore upon the refining in lead fluosili-
cate solution of lead and copper, lead and
bismuth. lead and antimonv and lead and

IF view of the interest which has been
aroused by the successful refining of
lead as carried out by Mr. A. G. Betts, in

Huosilicate solution, the author conducted a
series of experiments in order to ascertain
whether the improvement in the quality of
the lead deposit is due to the lead fluosilicate
electrolyte employed by Mr. Betts, or whether
it is only to be attributed to the influence of
the small addition of gelatine which is made
to the solution. He further endeavored to
find out the best conditions in regard to
current density, temperature and concentra-
tion of solution, at which to carry out elec-
trolysis. An interesting description of the ex-
periments, with statement of the author’s
conclusions, appeared in a late issue of the
Zeitschrift fiir Elektrochemie. He conducted
his experiments in glass vessels with about
450 cubic centimeters of electrolyte, a
cathode being located between and parallel
to two anodes in a vertical position. Of 100
grams, the electrolyte contained 8.3 grams of
lead and 11.3 grams of free acid.

He found that without gelatine, with a
current density of 1.07 amperes per square
decimeter, a very irregular deposit was ob-
tained;while under the same conditions, with
an addition of 0.1 gram of gelatine to the
liter, the deposit was quite smooth and of
metallic luster. Further experiments also
showed that the addition of gelatine had quite
a decisive influence on the quality of the de-
posit. The author next endeavored to study
‘he influence of varying the current density,
the temperature and the concentration of the
electrolyte. He found that differences of
temperature had no action on the character
of the deposit, while the influence of the gela-
tine was quite marked.

He also endeavored to ascertain whether an
equally beneficial result could be obtained by
the addition of gelatine to a lead nitrate and
a lead acetate solution. Under ordinary con-
ditions, without the addition of gelftine, the
lead deposit from a lead nitrate solution is
very irregular. It was shown that the quality
of the deposit was decidedly improved bv the
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platinum alloys, and upon the changes of
a lead fluosilicate solution during use. He
comes to the following conclusions:

(1). In fluosilicate solutions, it is possible
to refine anodes consisting of a copper-lead
alloy, which contains the maximum of copper
soluble in lead, with current densities of 0.5
to 1.5 amperes per square decimeter, with the
production of a deposit of pure lead at the
cathodes, while a slime remains at the anode
which still contains about 10 per cent. of lead.

(2). An alloy of lead and bismuth, which
contains 12 per cent. of bismuth, can be elec-
trolyzed with the production of pure lead at
the cathode and a slime at the anode which
still contains about 20 per cent. of lead, the
operation taking place at a current density
0.5 to 1.5 amperes per square decimeter. If
the contents of bismuth are increased to 26
per cent., the electrolytic refining only suc-
ceeds with current densities of 0.5 to 1 am-
pere per square decimeter. If a current
density higher than the above is used, bis-
muth is also dissolved at the anode and de-
posits together with the lead at the cathode.

(3). It is only possible to work antimony
lead alloys with 10 per cent. antimony for

pure lead at current densities of 0.5 to 1
ampere per square decimeter. In this opera-
tion about 30 per cent. of lead remains in the
antimony slime. When a current density of
1.5 amperes per square decimeter is used,
antimony goes into solution at the anode and
‘s deposited with the lead at the cathode.

(4). Alloys of lead and 10 per cent. plati-
wm furnish during refining in fluosilicate
solution at the cathode pure lead, at the
inode a slime which consists of the crystal-
ine compound PtPb.,. From the latter no
:onsiderable quantities of lead are dissolved
inodically.

(5). Hand in hand with the electrolytic
-efining of lead "alloys, there goes a gradual
lecomposition of the electrolyte, inasmuch as
PbSiFle decomposes:atthe anode with the
formation of SiO. and PbFl,, which are
resent in the anodic slime.

(6). The yield at the cathode is on an
average 98 per cent, but the quantities of
ead which go into solution at the anode are
always somewhat more than 100 per cent.
when pure lead is used, which fact occasions
a slow consumption of the free hydrofluosi-
'icic acid in the electrolvte,

ZINC MINING AND SMELTING IN SOUTH-
WESTERN VIRGINIA

By EDWIN HIGGINS, JR.
veloped may be of interest. The ore occurred
ander a heavy cover of residual clay in pits
and around pinnacles produced by the erosion
of the Lower Silurian limestone. The ores
were carbonates and silicates of zinc. The
deposits ranged from 1 to 25 feet in thickness
ind averaged per acre 15,000 tons of un-
vashed ore, containing 26 per cent. zinc.

The mine was first worked by open-cut after
‘he removal of the clay. A system of under-
sround mining was then introduced, the ore
seing reached through shafts of 8} feet
liameter, sunk in the clay. They were fitted
with removable iron castings, bolted together
n sections. Plank shafts 38 inches square, in-
side measurement, were also used, being sunk
:0 the lihestone bottom at its deepest points.
Timbered shafts were then driven in the ore,
‘ollowing it around the chimneys, and when
he latter were encircled, the second drift was

M R. HIGGINS, in a recent article, run-
ning through two issues of the Eng.
and Mg. Ji., gives a concise descrip-

tion of the present condition of the zinc indus-
try of Virginia, with short notes on its his-
tory. Lead mining was begun at Austinville
by Colonel Chiswell some time between 1750
and 1776. The Bertha mines were opened in
1879 and the Delton in 1902. Of these three
important properties, only the oldest is now
producing. The Delton mines have produced
in all about 8,000 tons of carbonate and sili-
cate of zinc. The mine run at first was con-
centrated four into one, but later six into one.
The finished concentrate ran 40 per cent. zinc,
0.5 per cent. lead and 5 per cent. iron.

The Bertha mines, which were long worked
by the Bertha Zinc Company, have been often
described. They are not now worked except
by open pit for limonite, but the methods de-
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